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INTRODUCTION 
The genus Juniperus is the third largest in the coniferales, and its many 
species are not only widespread but also extensively cultivated. Several fac­
tors make the classifying of horticultural junipers both difficult and confus­
ing. First, the species are ill-defined since there are few good key characters 
and few qualitative characters. The numerous quantitative characters vary 
considerably. The characteristics of the reproductive organs, fruit characters, 
vary as much as those of the vegetative body. Secondly, natural hybridization 
at the species level is widespread and the recombinations are occasionally 
bizarre. Thirdly, horticultural selection is made by man without concomitant 
analysis of the variability of the populations at the site. Thus, it is often diffi­
cult to determine just which species a variety should be referred to. Fourthly, 
many of the selections are based on odd growth habit or aspect, low growing, 
cup-shaped, vase-shaped, upright, etc., and growth form is controlled in 
some cases by single gene differences, in others by polygenes. If the growth 
form is selected from a fairly pure population it is easy to label, if it comes 
from a hybrid swarm such a plant may be virtually impossible to properly 
associate with its progenitors once it is removed from the site. Because of 
these problems, selections of junipers to receive horticultural names should 
be accompanied by careful analyses of their origins. This is not so difficult 
as it sounds, at least not for a specialist in the group. The name Juniperus 
properly applies to those members of the family Cupressaceae with small, 
usually dark, fleshy, berry-like pistillate cones containing seeds without wings. 
The staminate and pistiUate cones may be borne on the same plant (monoe­
cious) or, more characteristically, on different plants (dioecious), even 
though the strongly dioecious species occasionally produce monoecious in­
dividuals, apparently at random. The junipers may very well be the most 
plastic of the cone bearing plants. They may be "forced" or trained to take 
innumerable shapes, many quite grotesque. 
I would estimate that the genus probably contains about forty species even 
though over sixty have been described. Geologically, the more primitive 
junipers are known from the Upper Cretaceous of New England and Green­
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land, while the more recent arid lands' junipers are known from the Pliocene 
and the Pleistocene. The arid lands' types have probably evolved with the 
development of our modern deserts, apparently during the late Cenozoic. 
The majority of the species, the appressed scale· leaved ones, are character· 
istically found in semi·arid regions or in arid regions of mid-altitudes. The 
most primitive species, 1- drupacea LabiU., 1- Oxyced1"UJ L., and perhaps 
1- fOelidiJJima Willd., are found in the arid areas of Asia Minor and from 
Morocco through Spain to the Caucasus. Other species are found from the 
Pamirs to Japan and Korea. In North America, junipers are found widely 
from Canada and Alaska south through Mexico into Central America. The 
most Widespread species is the circumboreaJ 1- commtmiJ L. . The only species 
extending into the southern hemisphere is the African 1- procera Hockst., 
which is an important forest tree at median to high altitudes from Ethiopia 
to northern Tanganyika. In the United States the most Widespread species is 
1- virginiana L., especially so, if 1- scoptllorum Sarg. and 1- silh-ieola (Small) 
L. H. Bailey (barbademis of American authors) are considered as subspecies 
of it, a concept which I do not feel is justified by the data, however. 
On each continent most of the species are centered about the Pacific side 
and are nearly equally divided between Eurasia and America. The present 
distribution of Juniperus fits Buchholz' idea that the Pacific perimeter prob. 
ably represents the distribution center of the Coniferales during most of their 
recent period of evolution. 
The conservative treatment of the genus calls for three sections: Caryoce­
drus, Oxyced rus, and Sabina. The sections show structural series with regard 
to female cones and leaf types. The transitions are from more woody cones 
in section Caryocedrus to quite fleshy berry-cones in section O;,..-ycedrus, and 
from the acicular-type (awl shaped) leaves to reduced scale· type leaves in 
section Sabina. 
SYNOPSES OF THE SECTIONS IN JUNIPERUS 
CARYOCEDRUS. Microsporangiate strobili clustered 3 to 6 in a head, 
spreading after anthesis, their axes stipitate; microsporophyJls 9 to 12, their 
connectives ovate acute, incurved at the apex; seeds joined into a thick glo. 
bose woody 3-angled mass; leaves acicular. 
The single species, 1- drupacea Labill., may represent a relatively unsuc­
cessful attempt at evolution toward a woody-coned arid lands' plant, or it 
may represent the sole surviving species of a more ancient type of juniper. 
This species is found in the eastern Mediterranean from the arid mountain­
sides of southern Turkey, to Syria, Lebanon, and the Peloponnesos. 
The evidence from wood anatomy and from gross morphology suggest 
that Labillardiere (1791) was COrrect in placing this species in the genus 
Juniperus. Antoine's and Kotschy's evidence (1854) for the genus ArcetlthoJ 
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does not satisfy me. Kaiser (1954) stated, "From the microstructural study 
of the mature wood it is coucluded that this species is more similar to 
Juniperus than to any other genus of the Cupressaceae. This conclusion is 
based upon the combination of the following characteristics: 1) Ray par· 
enchyma with a) horizoutal walls relatively thide; b) abundant primary pit· 
fields in horizontal walls; c) indentures regularly present; d) end-walls 
nodular; and 2) \>(lood parenchyma with nodular transverse walls." The 
overall differences between J. drupacea in section Caryocedrus from those 
of J. OxycedrllJ of section Oxycedrus are only slightly greater than those of 
J. OX'jcedJ'llJ from J. Jabina of section Sabina. As for the woody cones of 
J. dmpacea, some very nearly woody cones occur in some of our xerophytic 
junipers of southwestern United States and Mexico. 
OXYCEDRUS, Strobili axillary; microsporal1giate strobili solitary with 
stipitate axes, the stipes covered with minute scale· like bracts; microsporo. 
phylls decussate; ovules three, alternate with the inner scales of the strobilus, 
their enlarged stigma-shaped tips persistent on the fruits; seeds free, usually 
three, fewer by abortion; leaves ternate, linear, acicular, free and jointed at 
the base, eglandular, channeled and white-glaucous on the upper surface; 
buds scaly. 
There are nine species commonly listed for section Oxycedrus or probably 
seven by a more conservative treatment. A conservative list includes J. Oxyce­
druJ 1. (containing J. macrocarpa Sibth. & Sm. and J. CedruJ Webb & 
Berth.), J. bl'evifolia Antoine, J. taxifolia Hook. & Am., J. formoJana 
Hayata, J. rigida Sieb. & Zucc., J. conferta Parl., and J. communis 1. . 
J. Oxycedrtls, J. macrocafpa, J. Cedrus and J. brevifolia are very closely 
related with the latter species apparently the most divergent. 
J. formoJalla and J. taxifolia are ltkewise closely related. 
J. commtmis, J. rigida, and J. conferta form a final close species group in 
the section. 
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SABINA. Strobili terminal on dwarf axillary branches; microsporangiate 
strobili solitary; microsporophylls ternate or opposite; seeds 1-12, free; leaves 
ternate or opposite, mostly scale-like, closely appressed, crowded and adnate 
on the branches, glandular or eglandular; leaves on vigorous branches or 
young plants free and acicular. 
The Sabina section, the largest of the three, contains about thirty species 
judged by quite conservative estimates even though more than fifty are listed 
in current taxonomy. These species are about equally divided between the 
New and the Old World. Most of the New World species are found in the 
more mesic habitats within and at the edges of the North American deserts. 
In the Old World most of the species occur in arid areas from the Mediter­
ranean across Asia Minor to Kashmir and the Himalayas. A conservative 
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list of the species in the Sabina section would be as follows: New World­
J. bermtldiana L., J. lJirginiana L. (including J. scopulorum Sarg., J. silieieola 
(Small) L. H. Bailey, as subspecies), J. lueayana Britton (including J. gra­
cilior Pilger, J. saxicola Britt. & Wilson), J. horizontalis Moench, J. Ashe; 
Buchholz, J. califomica Carr. (including J. tltahensis (Engelm.) Lemmon), 
J. monospemul (Engelm.) Sarg. (including J. Pincho/i Sudw., J. e''"jthro­
carpa Cory), J. comitana Martinez, J. Gamboana Martinez, J. Deppeana 
Steud., J. Patoniana Martinez, J. fiaceida Schl., J. jaliscana Martinez, J. Blan­
coi Martinez, J. mon/icola Martinez, J. Standleyi Steyermark, J. durangensis 
Martinez; Old World-J. procera Hockst., J. squama/a Lamb. (induding 
J. recurva Buch.-Ham.), some fifteen Asiatic one-seeded junipers which 
probably represent about four species not clearly known, J. phoenicea L., 
J. foetidis.rima Willd., J. chinensis L., J. semiglobosa Regel, J. davurica Pall., 
J. excelsa Bieb., and J. Ihurifera L. 
In the New World species there are some close affinities suggesting con­
siderable introgression and possibly occasional swamping of genetic differ­
ences whenever they do develop. J. t'irginiana apparently hybridizes freely 
with J. scopulorum, J. lucayana, and J. Ashei. J. silicicola is apparently a 
population of introgressants between J. virginiana and J. ltlcayana, J. Ashei 
and J. ltlc(tyana are considerably more distinct from J. virginiana than is 
J. scoptllorum. 
J. horizon/alis, Widespread across the north in the New World, is very 
closely related to J. Sabina, J. semiglobosa, and J. davu1'ica of the Old World. 
This group needs population analyses. 
J. mOl1osperma forms intermediates with J. eomilana, J. Ashei, and J. cali­
fomica (ulahensis), and with J. Deppeana. Some of the supposed intro­
gressants have been given specific names. For example, what once was 
J. monosperm(1 has differentiated into a very variable species complex 
caused primarily by hybridization and introgression with other species, par­
ticularly J. Deppeana, J. ealifomica (tllahemis), and J. scoptllorum. J. Pin­
choti Sudw. is a race of introgressants between J. Deppeana and J. mono­
sperma. J. /exensis van MeJle is a backcross race of upright introgressants in 
this complex to J. Deppeana. J. erythroearpa Cory is a segregated form from 
this complex between J. Pinchoti and J. Deppeana. Analyses of population 
variation make these points quite clear. The author has engaged in quite 
detailed studies of variation in this complex to be published elsewhere. 
The relationships between J. montieola, J. Standleyi, and J. durangensis 
need clarification. 
The relationship between J. scoplliorum and J. jaliscana with distinct 
ranges but very similar morphology needs study. 
Very little is known about the Old World junipers with respect to popu­
lation dynamics. There are some highly variable species such as 1- chinemis, 
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J. excelsa, J. squamata, but the entire area needs thorough study. It is to be 
expected that considerable hybridization has occurred and that numerous 
hybrid swarms exist from which many clones may have been selected. 
With an eye for the complexities of juniper evolution, we should take a 
look at our cultivated ones. Since we do not know where all of them fit in, 
we should probably accept a very conservative treatment until the facts are 
available. On that basis, I present the following notes and keys to the 
cultivated junipers. 
COMPLICAnONS IN CLASSIFYING 
CULTIVATED JUNIPERS 
It is not easy to learn the junipers used in horticulture. The first com­
plicating factor is a biological one, namely, that the species, as they are now 
known within both sections Oxycedrus and Sabina, hybridize quite freely 
and often produce extensive hybrid swarms. Secondly, to suit his famy, 
man, as horticulturist, has selected every conceivable kind of juniper from 
the great storehouse of natural variation. These unusual and potentially 
valuable junipers are propagated vegetatively as dones, and where necessary 
they are grafted to the root systems of sturdy native stock. Many of these 
variants are hybrids and sometimes contain genes from three or four 
"species." Usually, these hybrids are not well adapted to the habitats of the 
species from which they arose, but they may find the going easy either in 
areas in an early successional stage or in areas moderately disturbed by man's 
activities. An extensive hybrid swarm may exist in nature for a very long 
time, and its diversity may be perpetuated, in part at least, by the propagation 
of clones and spread throughout the world as cultivated plants. Frequently, 
these horticultural forms are grown in such quantities that sports are occa· 
sionally found, and these are then propagated as cultivars. As the result of 
esthetic impulse man is able to greatly complicate the variation patterns of 
those species which interest him. It is safe to say that the taxonomy of the 
junipers is not adequately known and probably will not be until someone 
is able to look at our wild species as a whole and then fit the cultivated ones 
into the pattern realisticaIIy. It seems probable that when the taxonomy is 
worked out that there will be fewer named species, more synonyms, more 
descriptions of the complex variation patterns and analyses of the factors 
responsible for them. 
A review of reproductive behavior will help to point out the nature of 
the suggested complex variation patterns among junipers. Like many 
conifers, the juniper habitually produces great numbers of pollen grains 
and seeds. When the mature pollen is shed in early spring, the plants which 
bear the staminate cones-containing the poUen sacs-are draped in gold­
dust yellow, the color of the millions of pollen grains which are at that 
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time ready to sail like tiny flying saucers and sift into the pollen chambers 
of the egg-bearing plants. 
In most species the berry cones--eontaining the seeds-are produced, 
usually each year, on individuals other than those which produce the stami­
nate cones. The abundance of fruit varies considerably from year to year, 
every third year usually being one of peak productivity. During a year of 
optimal productivity, a single plant may produce large quantities, tens of 
thousands, of berry-cones. The number of seeds per berry-cone is usually 
small. Seed number is relatively constant within a species but between 
species may vary from one to six. It is obvious that a very large quantity of 
reproductive material is produced by individual plants, and that in a large 
population there are as many different potential combinations as there are 
grains of sand on the ocean floor. In a given population there are approxi­
mately equal numbers of poJJen-bearing and egg-bearing plants, distributed 
more or less at random. For a particular egg-bearing plant there may be 
several pollen-bearing plants at approximately equal distances away. When 
the pollen is shed, the chances are good that many of the eggs of the egg­
bearing plant will be fertilized by pollen from these adjacent trees. How­
ever, the eggs do not mature simultaneously but rather over a period of a 
few days, and some eggs may be fertilized by pollen from plants on an 
adjacent hillside. Whenever the wind movements are favorable, pollen may 
be blown from great distances to effect fertilization. Pollen from juniper 
may be carried several hundred miles. Thus, we see that these junipers pos­
sess a great potential variability. This large field of variability is an im­
portant contributing factor to the success of these species in disturbed and 
changing environments. 
There are many areas where tremendously variable populations of junipers 
exist. Where are some of these particularly plastic plants to be found;> 
Some of the most beautiful junipers in the world are to be found in the 
broad belt of land known as the Great Plains Province, the region of high 
prairies or steppes east of the Rocky Mountains. These relatively small, 
graceful plants are found from the Wichita Mountains of Oklahoma to the 
Palo Duro Canyon of the Texas Panhandle and farther north from the 
Black Hills to the foothills of the Rocky Mountains. 
There are an amazing number of variations in the junipers within this 
area of high winds, hot dry summers, and hard winters, and the variations 
are greater here than in adjacent regions. Why is this so;> 
These junipers represent the result of the mixing or inter-breeding of 
two and possibly three species. This two- and three-way hybridizing went 
on in the distant past, probably in late Pleistocene, when the fluctuations of 
the flora in response to glaciation and deglaciation evidently caused these 
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of genes, the variability of junipers in this region was greatly increased. 
In the Wichita Mountain Wildlife Refuge in southwestern Oklahoma, 
the species commonly called Virginia juniper or red-cedar, f. virginiana, 
more properly appears to be the result of an ancient mixing of three species, 
The wild populations and one plantation made by the U. S. Forest Service 
show evidence that there are present genes of Rocky Mountain juniper, 
f. scopH/orum, and of Ashe's juniper or Ozark white-cedar, f. A.rhei. This 
mixture produces specimens that are unusual and interesting in color of 
foliage, thickness of branches, and habit of growth. Many valuable junipers 
could be selected and bred from the populations on this interesting island of 
granite in the southwestern Oklahoma prairies. 
Farther west in the Palo Duro Canyon of the Texas Panhandle, there are 
mixtures of red.cedar, Rocky Mountain juniper, and Pinchot's juniper, 
f. Pincholi. In the northern part of the Great Plains there are a great many 
hybrids of red-cedar, f. -virginiana, and Rocky Mountain Juniper, f. JCOpu, 
lands are a rich source of these variants. One horticulturist, D. Hill of the 
forum, some of rare beauty. The Platte River country and the Dakota Bad­
D. Hill Nursery Company at Dundee, Illinois, was able to find many very 
valuable types for landscaping purposes by breeding and selecting from 
these plants of mixed linea.;e. These organisms of great diversity are often 
of exceptional value to man. He may select for beauty or utility an almost 
limitless variety; or he may discover, through controlled breeding, new va­
rieties which otherwise might have remained forever only a potential reality. 
Hybrid swarms between J. Deppeal1c/ and f. Jcoplilomm are scattered 
throughout central and north central New Mexico in the Manzanos and the 
Sandia Mountains. Some of these with shaggy bark, extra large red fruit, 
glaucous foliage and graceful branching are eminently suitable for cultiva­
tion, Another area where hybrid swarms are quite obvious even to producing 
bizarre variations is the Walnut Canyon east of Flagstaff, Arizona. I have 
extensive collections of hybrids from the Canyon involving four species.1 f. m0110Jperma crosses with f. utahenJiJ, f. JcopulortJm and f. DeppealJa; 
f. u{ahemiJ crosses with f. Deppeana and f. Jcopulomm, Hybrids between 
J. Hle/hewi,r and J. Jcopulomm are frequent from Walnut Canyon north into 
Utah and east to Mesa Verde, 
The historical or geological factors affecting the evolution of junipers, the 
reproductive behavior, and the forces affecting the distribution of the species 
relative one to another have produced the complex variation patterns already 
mentioned. It is no wonder that the classification and phylogeny of junipers 
is in such a confused and difficult state. It is to be expected. The most 
aberrant individuals, frequently selected from hybrid swarms, are the ones 
most appealing to man for cultivation. Before marketing the selected clones, 
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someone names them. These names refer to clones which taken singly may 
have little significance in the evolution of juniper species, but when con­
sidered in terms of overall variation auy be extremely significant. It is not 
at all surprising that many or most of these clones are difficult to relate to 
the wild types of junipers. Only when the variation patterns of all the 
junipers are known will it be possible to associate these clones with the 
right species. 
Frequently, plants which represent some recurrent growth form within a 
species are named as a horticultural variety. Often there are no other char­
acters which are closely correlated with the habit; hence, the one character 
determines the name of the variety. This procedure is useful to the horti· 
culturist, but it is unrealistic taxonomy. At any rate, whether the horticul­
tural varieties are clones selected from complex populations, growth forms, 
or other variants, it is frequently difficult to associate them with the species 
which are often poorly known. 
Nature is the greatest experimenter. Throughout the areas where junipers 
grow, she has been for countless years a plant hybridizer producing horti­
cultural stock, which man has but to select for his use. From nature's labora­
tory many plants have come which, like the junipers, are rid1 in variability 
and may find a wide range of habitats in which to live. These are the strand 
plants, the transition zone plants, the ecological waifs and weeds whose 
plastic natures render them almost ubiquitous. 
There is almost no significant karyotype differentiation in Juniperus. The 
chromosomes are so similar that crossing is possible between most species, 
at least within the sections. The timing of the reproductive stages is similar, 
and most of the species mature their cones in a single season; so that the 
only real barrier to interspecific crossing is distance. Where the chromo­
somes have been studied among hybrids, there are few aberrations, an 
inversion here and a bridge there, suggesting strong gene homology among 
the species which commonly hybridize. But with this dose relationship 
among the species, there is yet an amazing degree of variability among 
both vegetative and reproductive characters. The investigator becomes de­
pendent on pattern differences or indices of differences rather than on 
variations of single characters for differentiating populations. From my 
experience with Juniperus, I feel that ecologic diversification plays the major 
role in the evolution of races. From the Cretaceous through the Pliocene, 
there were probably few races or species of Juniperus. These were brought 
together in the Pleistocene glacial fluctuations by climatic shifts and re-ad­
justments to produce, through hybridization and introgression, ecologic 
races which further differentiated under the controlling force of selection. 
Most of the species differentiation in Juniperus seems rather recent, and 
since the settlement of man differentiation has accelerated to an explosive 
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B. Leaves always ternate and acicular. 
C. Branches recurved and pendulous; tree 
The following key to the species of Juniperus in cultivation in the United 
States gives one a somewhat false confidence. Those who use the key will 
still puzzle over a great many specimens from horticultural clones. Some of 
these species, f. drttpacea, f. Oxycedrtls, and f. macrocarpa, are rarely cuI· 
tivated; most of the species are occasionally cultivated, but a few, like 
f. rofJ1lmmis, f. chinensis, f. 1/irginiana, f. hOt'{zontaliJ, f. scopltlO1'llm, and 
f. Sabilla, are commonly and widely cultivated. 
state for many of the recognized species. Some species apparently have had 
great waves of genic swamping followed by strong selection pressure affect· 
ing populations over distances as great as a thousand miles. 
KEY TO THE CULTIVATED JUNIPERS ADAPTED FROM 
REHDER'S MANUAL OF CULTIVATED TREES AND SHRUBS 
A. Leaves all acicular, ternate, spreading, with 2 white longitudinal lines above 
(confluent in species 5, 6, 7); winter bods distinct; flowers axillary, dioecious: 
seeds usually 3. 
B. Fruit large, 20 mm. or more across', seeds united into a 3·celled stone, 
leaves 2Y2·4 mm. broad, decurrent. Sect. I Caryocedrus Endl 
1. f. dmpace" 
BD. Fruit smaller, 16 mm. or less across; seeds separate; leaves 1·2 V2 mm. 
broad, Joined directly to the twig (not decurrent) .. Seti. lJ. Oxycedrus Endl. 
C. Leaves with the white lines above separated by a green midrib. 
D. White line scarcely as broad as the green margin; leaves spread· 
ing; branches spreading; cultivated forms shrubby. 
E. Leaves very rigid, 12·20 mOl. long, tapering from the mid· 
die; fruit 6·12 mm. across, rust·red 
and polished. . . . . . . . . . " 2. J. Ox)'ced"IIJ 
EE. Leaves less rigid, 20·25 mm. long, tapering from the base; 
fruit 12·15 mm. across often darker aod 
dull . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " 3. J. m"aot'drpC/ 
DD. White lines broader than the green margin: leaves directed for. 
ward; branches pendulous: trees 4. J. jO""IO$(/Tla 
Cc. Leaves with white bands mostly confluenr. 
D. White line narrower than the green margin; leaves grooved 
above. 
E. Upright shrub or tree; fruit 6-8 mm. across; leaves t 5·25 
mm. long . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5. J. 1'<~id" 
EE. Procumbent Or low shrub; fruit 8·12 mm. across; leaves 
10·15 mOl. long 6. J. conjedC/. 
DD. White line broader than the green margin; leaves 
COncave ahove . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7. J. CO 1TJ 111 IITliJ 
AA. Leaves all or partly scale·like, rarely all acicular and then decurrent on the twig, 
ternate or decussate, more or less appressed; without distinct winter buds; 
flowers terminal on short shoots, dioecious or Olonoecious; seeds 1·6. 
Sect. II I. Sabina End J. 
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cc.	 Branches prostrate or spreadmg; shrub Of small tree .. 9. j. Jrlu(/m(/!II 
BB.	 Leaves on mature plants whully or partly scale· like, opposite, opposite and 
ternate, or mostly tefl;ate. 
C.	 Leaves minutely denticulate (seen with lOX lens). 
D. Fruit reddish brown, rather large, fibrous, dry, and bloomy. 
E.	 Scale-like leaves obtuse, opposite; 
seeds 2-4 ., _. _. . lO. j. Deppeflf/d 
ff. Scale-like leaves acute, mostly ternate or opposite on the 
ultimate branchlets; seeds 1-2 .... .... II. j. (<tll/ornicd 
(including ulclhelljli) 
DO. Fruit blue.black, Juicy and bloomy. 
E.	 Leaves conspicuously glandular, fruit with thin skin and 
flesh; seeds 2-3. usually a tree with 
single trunk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l2. I. oaidel1!<tIJ, 
EE.	 Leaves obscurely glandular to glandless, fruit with thick 
skm and flesh; seeds 1·2; usually 
shrubby. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n. I. 1/i(J>JOJPefnlcJ 
Cc.	 Leaves entire. 
D.	 Acicular (juvenile) leaves ternate; scale-like leaves obtuse; fruit 
brown or brownish· purple; seeds 2·3. 
E.	 Scale·like leaves grooved on the back: 
branchlets very stout . . . . . . .. l4. j. bel'lllUdi,wrI 
EE. Scale·like leaves rounded; 
branchlets fairly slender. . . D. I. ciJl/lfilJIJ 
DO. Acicular leaves mostly opposite; scale·like leaves acute. 
£. Fruit brownish-purple becoming darker, 6-10 mm. across; 
seeds 5·9, a tree 16. j. exre!Ja 
EE.	 Fruit blue· black, 3-6 mm. across; seeds 1-6: trees and 
shrubs. 
F.	 Frull erect or merely nodding, pedicels straight Or 
nearly so; trees, rarely shrubby. 
G.	 Leaves overlapping, tips acute; glands oval and 
shorter than the distance from the gland to the 
leaf tip; trees. 
H. Leaves less than 2 mm. long; fruit 3·4 mm. 
across, wider than long ... 17. J. .rdicicolcl 
(bdrbddenJis of American authors) 
HH.	 Leaves 3·4 mm. long; fruit 3.5-6 mOl. 
across, slightly longer than 
wide ' 18. J. f 1irgil1icl'1<t 
GG.	 Leaves not overlapping, tips obtuse; glands ellip­
tic and longer than the distance from the gland to 
the leaf tip .... , . . . 19. j. s(opulorum 
FF.	 Fruit pendulous, pedicels sharply recurved; shrubs, 
often prostrate. 
G.	 Leaves dark green, obtuse or acutish, of Sirong 
disagreeable odof when bruised. 20. ]. S"bm(/ 
GG.	 Leaves bluish green or steel-blue, aCllte Of cusp;· 
pidate, of aromatIC, less strong odor; proslrate 
shrub .. ' 21. J. horizonldfis 
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KEYS TO THE VARIETIES OF JUNIPERS 
COMMONLY CULTIVATED IN THE UNITED STATES 
(Modified from Rehder's Manual) 
The keys to varieties work with even less effectiveness than those to 
species. They will be difficult and frustrating to use for a time, but as one 
learns the junipers better, they become more easily used and certainly better 
appreciated for what they are. Except for a few easily identifiable varieties 
the best means to learn their names is to read the labels-if they happen to 
have been made up by an expert. 
Juniperus chinensis L. This highly variable species shows variation from 
shrubs less than a meter taU to trees over sixty feet high. Each plant com­
monly keeps at least some juvenile leaves throughout its lifetime. The scale 
leaves generally have pale margins. Foliage varies considerably in thickness 
or heaviness from very coarse to quite fine. Experience suggests that a con­
siderable degree of interspecific hybridization has aided in producing the 
complex variation in 1- chillemiJ. 
A. Plants erect, trees or tree-shaped shrubs at least as tall as wide. 
B. New growth exposed to the sun suffused with golden 
yellow vae aurea (Young) Otto 
BB. New growth not suffused with golden yellow. 
C. Terminal and main branch tips erect, or at least not conspicuously 
slanting, nodding or pendulous. 
D. AckuJar leaves inconspicuous, largely confined to scattered twigs . 
E. Outline varIOUS, not conspicuously broad-pyramidal. 
F. Trees with broadly columnar outline, often conspicu­
ously staminate, rarely with a few 
scattered fruits val. mascula (Carr.) Rehder 
FF. Trees with irrf'gular head, not definitely dense and col­
umnar; commonly pistillate val'. chi"ellsis 
fE. Outline conspicuously broad-pyramidal. 
F. Leaves soft gray-green, somewhat fleshy, obtuse; sprays 
somewhat flattened, twisted and cristate; plants often 
staminate var. Sheppardii (Veitch) Hornibrook 
FF. Leaves yellow·green, becoming dark green; speays not 
frond· like or cristate; plants pistillate; fruit large, 
globular, glaucous. .. vae KeJelee-ri Hort. ex Beissn. 
DD. Acicular leaves abundant and conspicuous, at least on the lower 
branches. 
G. Plants narrowly columnar, 3 times as high as 
wide, wjth definite trunk; squamiform leaves only 
on upper twigs or on a few scattered twigs 
below var. columna,.iJ Hottes. 
GG. Plants broader, rarely 2 times as high as wide. 
H. Juvenile leaves loosely disposed on spread­
ing Or moderately ascending twigs; trees 
with definite trunk. 
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1.	 Trees with broadly columnar outline; 
often conspicuously staminate, rudy 
with a few scattered fruits. val. tlu15c,da 
II.	 Trees with irregular head, not deJinitely 
dense and columnar; commonly pistil. 
late .... Val. typiC'l 
HH.	 Juvenile leaves densely packed, on erect or 
strongly ascending twigs; dense pyramidal 
shrubs without deJinite axis. 
J.	 Tips of some twigs creamy-
white var. variegata (Maxw ) 
Gordon 
J].	 TIps of tw igs not variegated 
. . var. {')rarntdalis (Carr.) Rehder 
C.	 Terminal sheet and main branch-tips slantIng, noddtng or pendulous. 
K.	 Leaves mostly acicular, squamiform only on the nodding branch· tips. bright yel. 
low-green. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . var. oblongtl (Slavtn) Bailey 
KK. Leaves mostly squamiform, acicular only on inner Or lower twigs and branchlets. 
L.	 Twigs cord·like, aggregated in mop-like clusters; leaves bright rich 
green . . . . . . . . . var. 10,."losf' Eastwood 
LL. Twigs somewhat tWIsted and cristate in appearance, not aggregated in mop­
like clusters; leaves gray·green; leader and outer branches sparsely 
twigged Val. She{,pardi/ 
AA.	 Plants shrubby, usually broader than hIgh, not tree-lJke In ootline 
M.	 Lower branches spreading h0f12ontally Just above or directly on the 
ground; plants mat-forming or low and mound-like. 
N.	 Primary branches stout, spreading horizontaJJy above the 
ground but not prostrate, twigs of adult leaves cord-like and 
little-branched. 
O.	 Twig·tips oot variegated var. Parwnrii Hornibr. 
00.	 TWig-tips, or some of them, 
creamy-white var. tllba (Gord.) Rehder 
NN.	 Primary branches slender and prostrate, at least in mature plants; 
twigs of adult leaves, if present, oot conspicuoosly cord-like. 
P.	 Acicular leaves opposite on many conspicuous twigs. 
mostly less than 6 mm. long; adult leaves often 
conspicuous. . var. Sargentli Henry 
PP.	 Acicular leaves apparently all ternate, opposIte on a 
few weak inaccessible twigs; squamiform leaves usu­
ally lacking. 
MM.	 Lower branches ascending Or arching outward well above the ground; 
plants commonly widest at Or above the middle. 
Q.	 Twig-tips, or some of them, with conspicuous 
yellowish variegation, contrasting sharply with 
the dark greeo of the unvariegated 
portioos var. aurea-l/ariegata Smith 
R. Branch sprays plumose. 
S.	 Plants conspicuously staminate; 
braoches spreading or arching outward 
at an angle of less than 4 ~ •0 
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T. Leaves mostly acicular or nearly 
so, commonly grayish·green, aspect 
more loose and feathery 
var. Pfilzeria1la (Spaeth) Masters 
SS. Plants pistillate; branches of young 
plants stiffly ascending at more than 
45 0 ; aspect of young plants somewhat 
-vase-shaped and stiff, becom ing de­
pressed globose with 
age var. plllmora Homibr. 
RR. Branch sprays not plumose. 
U. Plants soon more than 1 m. tall; main branches one or several, ascending or ir­
regularly inclined, appearing curved and twisted; leaves rich green; twigs cord­
like, in irregular mop·like clusters; plants often fruiting 
conspicuously. . var. lomlora Eastwood 
UU. Plants low, usually to about 1 m. tall, globose or depressed globose in outline; 
leaves dull or grayish-green; twigs not cord-like; plants staminate. 
V. Exposed leaves suffused with golden yellow var. aureo.globosa Rehd. 
VV. Exposed leaves not suffused with golden yellow var. globoJa Homibr. 
A. Small tree-like plants; branches erect from the base. 
B. Main branches erect or ascending, not quite fastigiate, some forms 
pendulOUS , . . . . . var. erecla Pursh 
BB. Main branches fastigiate; plants usually columnar. 
e. Branchlets erect. 
D. Plants to 6 meters, columnar, leaves usually 8-14 mm. 
long. . , . . . . . . . . var. hiberni.-a Gord. 
DO. Plants dwarf, rarely to 1 meter, narrowly columnar; leaves 3-6 
mm. long. . . . . . . . . . . .. . var. wmprerra Carr. 
Juniperus communis L. Any listing of varieties used in horticulture for this 
abundant circumboreal species would certainly be arbitrary. About 150 
names, mostly based on the naming of clones as varieties, have been given to 
the variations in 1- commtm;J. At,cmpts to group the appropriate names of 
these into reasonable classes is probably not worth the time. Most of these 
names are based on very undependable habit differences. I have seen in a 
single field plants forming mats less than six inches high, prostrate but taller, 
forming low spreading saucers, forming low cups, and those forming steep­
walled funnels. Such fields may be seen in New England, New York, On­
tario, Michigan and elsewhere throughout the range of 1- C01nIn1m;J in North 
America. These fields indicate a great deal of genetic segregation with respect 
to growth form. Whenever we name clones from such complex material, 
we are surely somewhat falsely ordering chaos. Even the status of the four 
commonly known geographical varieties is not clearly understood. However, 
the following key does suggest the kinds of T. comm/.lniJ used in horticulture 
in this country. 
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J. Tips of some twigs creamy-
white var. j,ar;eg(lIa (Maxw.) 
Gordon 
JJ. Tips of tWigs not variegated 
... "ar. pyramld(dis (Carr.) Rehder 
nch-tips slanting, nodding or pendulous. 
lyon the nodding branch· tips, bright yel­
var. oblO1lga (Slavin) Batley 
yon inner or lower tWigs and branch lets. 
!,-like clusters; leaves bright rich 
var. lomloJ(1 Eastwood 
a.te in appearance, not aggregated in mop· 
der and outer branches sparsel y 
. . .. .... . ... var. Sheppa,·dil 
'cgh, not tree·like In outline 
borizontally just above or directly on the 
or low and mound-like. 
'Ilt, spreading horizontally above the 
ate; twigs of adult leaves cord· like and 
riegated. . .... Val'. Pa"sonJ;i Hornibr 
e of them, 
... var. alba (Gord.) Rehder 
er amI prostrate, at least in mature plants; 
, if present, not conspicuously cord-like. 
ves opposite on many conspicuous twigs, 
than 6 mm. long; adult leaves often 
~. . . . . . . . . . .. var. Sargent;i Henry 
aves apparently all lernaIe, opposi te on a 
lnaccessible twigs; squamiform leaves usu· 
c ee.	 Branches pendulous or, if not, branchlets pendulous. 
D.	 Branchlets pendulous; tree or shrub, broadly columnar; leaves 
narrow to 1 mm. wide and 20 mm. 
long ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . ... var. oblollgo.pelldula Sudw. 
DD.	 Branchlets not pendulous: branch tips pendulous; leaves 1·l/2 
mm. wide by 12 mm. long, dark green to 
glaucous var. Juectca Ait. 
AA.	 Spreading or prostrate shrubs. 
B.	 Branches ascending, saucer· shaped to cup· shaped in outline, rarely exceed. 
ing 1l/2 meters, leaves straight tapering to a spiny point. 
e. New growth greeo... . var. deplejl'(/ Prush. 
ee. New growth yellow. , . . var. aureO·JptCd Rehd, 
BB.	 Branches prostrate, rarely exceeding 60 em. in height: leaves Incurved, 
abruptly pointed. 
e.	 Branches trailing to I meter long and unbranched: lea,es lioear 
lanceolate. . Val'. Idckit Rehd. 
Ce. Branches not long trailiog and not unbranched; leaves linear oblong. 
D. Leaves concave above, rounded below , .var. Jdxcrlilis Pall. 
DD. Leaves grooved above, kneeled below. . var mpponica Wils. 
Juniperus horizontalis Moench. There is evidence that the Waukegan 
juniper and those cultivated forms of horizon/cilis from southern Maine are 
introgressants with different kinds of red-cedar. The var. Douglasii (Wau· 
kegan) shows characters of the native Wisconsin red-cedar which contains 
genes of 1. Jcopttlol'llm. The ordinary key or synopsis is unavoidably over­
simplified, and no key to the cultivated forms will work really efficiently. for 
example, we say that the var. horizontalis is usually green; yet, there are large 
areas of highly glaucous plants in the Bruce Peninsula and Georgian Bay 
area of Ontario. In the wild, f. hOl'izon/aliJ is frequently found with bushy 
spots of acicular growth developing from an othewise scale-leaved plant. 
These spots arc usually a response to injury whether by frost, ice, mechanical 
means, insects, or fungi. When these acicular mounds are propagated they 
continue to grow indefinitely with the same leaf type and habit. ]n this way 
they are very similar to the "retinospora" forms of cultivated conifers. Such 
peculiar behavior adds to the problems of naming the junipers. The varieties 
vtll'iega/a and glomera/e! arc not popular and are grown mostly as novelties. 
A.	 Branches horizontal. spreading, forming a dense flat-topped mat: leaves acicular; 
pinkish-violet foliage after frost. . \'ar. plmflostl Rehd. 
AA.	 Branches low to ascending, with erect or ascending branchlets: blue to purplish 
after frost. 
B.	 Branches ascending, highest at the tips; leaves green, glaucous, mostly 
acicular. . . . var. alpma (Loud.) Rehd. 
BB.	 Branches not ascending to higher tips: leaves green to very glaucous, mostly 
scale·like. 
e.	 Branches very short, clustered, without long trailing branches, leaves 
aJJ scale-like, green. . ..... var. glomerata Rehd. 
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. . . . . . . . . . . .var. alpi"a (loud.) Rehd. 
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, without long trailing branches, leaves 
cc.	 Branches longer, loose, not clustered, with trading branches. leaves 
scale-like and acicular. 
D. leaves very glaucous. pinkish-blue after 
frost. . . . . . . . . . . . . var. DOllglasii Rehd. 
DD. leaves mostly green. rarely glaucous. 
E. Branch tips creamy white " . 'lac. vdriegala Slavin 
EE. Branch tips green. . ... var. horizonlalls 
Juniperus Sabina L. There are five varieties in cultivation. Only one, vae. 
faJtigiata, a small tree, is not commonly cultivated. 
A. Small tree, narrowly COlumnar, with one or more main trunks; dark green scale­
like leaves. . var. iaJligitJla Beiss. 
AA. Spreading shrubs. 
B. low, disk shaped. (1 meter Or less), with horizontally spreading branches; 
leaves mostly acicular. . . ' var. lamai'iJci/o!itl Ait. 
BB. Bushy to nearly upright. branches ascending, leaves mostly scale· like. 
C. Plants to 2 meters; few acicular leaves; crushed foliage with mild 
odor val'. rOrl Ehron Hort. 
Cc. Plants to I \12 meters; crushed foliage with veery strong odor. 
D. Branch tips often creamy white var. lIariegala (West.) Alldib. 
DD. Branch tips green. . . . . . . . .. var. SclbilUl 
Juniperus scopulorum Sarg. Since the early 1920's horticulturists at the 
D. Hill Nursery Company at Dundee, Illinois, have been experimenting with 
interesting clones of the tree forms of J. scopl/lot'um. Me. D. Hill, senior 
member of the firm, had made a hobby of selecting junipers from the Black 
Hills of 'South Dakota, a region of extensive populations of hybrid junipers 
between J. Jcop/lLo'l'um and J. lJirginian(l~ Mr. Hill and his sons have intro­
duced a great many horticultural clones like Hill Silver Juniper, Moonlight, 
Blue Moon, North Star, Silver Queen, Hill Weeping Juniper. There are 
over 30 kinds, with only catalogue names, available on the market. Even the 
better established named varieties are often difficult to identify unless the 
name tags are on the plants. In correspondence with Dave Hill, he stated that 
once a scopulomm clone left his nursery he would only be able to identify it 
by reference to the tag. Some of these catalogue plants named above are 
actually more like J. lJil'giniana than J. scopu/o1'um, and, indeed, they contam 
more of the genes of eastern red-cedar. The shrubby forms including cat· 
alogue names like fiLicinus minimuJ, Ji.vidus, admil'abi/iJ. pllLcheLLus, ad· 
pressNs and planifo!ius, Parki; may all be hybrids between J. scopttlortltrl and 
J. hOl·;zol1taliJ. This is evidently true of the var. repens and Cm'eei which are 
lumped together under vae. patens Fassett. 
A. Small trees. 
B. leaves green (or slightly glaucous in var. SCOpIl10rllm) . 
C. Foliage dark green. . . . . . . . . . var. Jcoplllomm
 
Cc. Foliage bright green. . . . . . . . _. var. vi"idi/olia D. Hill 
BB_ Leaves very glaucous. . . . . var. a"gen/ea D. Hill 
Juniperus squamata Lamb. The var. squamata and var. Fargesii are mostly 
to be found in botanical gardens and are little used in landscaping. The var. 
Wilsollii is apparently a novelty known in the Arnold Arboretum and 
rarely elsewhere. But the var. Afeyeri is a highly favored plant for land· 
scaplng. 
A. Prostrate or spreading shru b .. Val. squ,un<1ta 
AA. Trees or shrubs taller than wiue. 
B. Trees . . var. Fargesii 
BB. Shrubs. 
e.	 Leaves green; dense mounu-like plants to 2 meters; branches recurved 
at tips. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . var. Wi/j'ollii Rehd. 
Ce.	 Leaves glaucous; irregular upright shrub; branches ascending and 
straight var. Meye,.i Rehd. 
Juniperus virginiana L. This species is very complex because of introgres­
sive hybridization with other species (or subspecies) with which it is or was 
in contact. The variation in red-cedar shows fairly clear geographic trends. 
From the Ozark Plateau southwestward there are the broader bushy forms 
which are introgressants with J. Ashei of the Edwards Plateau in central 
Texas. From the Texas panhandle north to Iowa, Wisconsin, Nebraska and 
South Dakota there are many small tree forms with wand-like. beautifully 
strict. branches which fruit very heavily. These are introgressants of J. 
scopu/orll1!1 into J. virgini(/rt(I. From the Gulf coastal plain of Texas to 
Florida and north inland to the Atlantic coastal plain to southern North 
Carolina there are fairly large tree forms with fine foliage and small f wit. 
These are apparently introgressants of 1. 11IcaymM into r ·virgilliana. In the 
north the oldest native red-cedars tend to be either crebriform or at least 
fairly narrowly columnar. There are a few low forms from the north par­
ticularly vaL ambigem which is a hybrid between J. ·"irginicma and J. hori­
zon/a/h. Red-cedar contains a wealth of variation from which aberrant Or 
interesting plants may be selected for horticultural purposes. 
A.	 Plants variegated (coJor forms). trees. 
B.	 New growth white. older growth green; mostly acicular leaves; habit 
pyl'amidal . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. var. pflJtIlo f<1 Rehd. 
BB. New growth white to gold and green at once. 
e.	 Branches white or creamy white variegated .... var. albo-spica Beiss. 
Ce. Branches yellow variegated . . . . . ..... vat. eleg<1!ltiJJima Hochst. 
AA. Plants green or glaucous; trees and shrubs. 
B.	 Leaves green. 
e.	 Trees. 
D. Branches from the base of very indefinite main axis; leaves dark 
green var. pyr<1midifomtis D. HilJ 
DD. Branches regular on the main axis. 
E.	 Branch tips nodding; branchlets 
pendulous var. pelJdula Carr. 
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EE. Branch tIpS straight; branchlets not pendulous. 
F. Plants strictly	 co! umnar; branches very 
dense var. pyramidaJis Carr. 
FF.	 Plants broader, 2-3 times taller than wide; branches 
mostly less dense. 
G.	 Leaves mostly acicular, bright green, purplish 
after frost; branches very dense .. var. Hillii Hort. 
GG.	 Leaves mostly scale-like; piants green or bronze, 
never purple. 
H. Trees, columnar with	 ascending branches; 
plants green, sometimes bronze in 
winter var. crebra Fern. and Grise. 
HH.	 Trees small, compact, pyramidal; plants 
dark green or yellow green, not bronzing. 
I.	 Leaves dark green; plants with glaucous 
fruit, frUiting 
profusely var. Cam/ertii Senec:l. 
II.	 Leaves bright yellow green; not fruiting 
profusely. . . . . . var. Scbottii Gord. 
Ce. Shrubs. 
D. Plants globose; leaves bright green, 
scale-like val'. globoJa Beiss. 
DD. Plants spreading; leaves green or gray-green, acicular or scale-like. 
E.	 Leaves mostly acicular, green; branches stiff, tips and 
branchlets suggesting three growth 
planes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . var. JriparlrttJ Senecl. 
EE.	 Leaves mostly scale-like; plants less than 1 meter taU. 
F.	 Plants mat-like; branching at a single 
leyel var. arnbigetlJ Fassett 
FF. Plants mound-like; branching at several 
levels var. KOJ/eri Beiss. 
BB. Leaves quite glaucous, trees. 
e.	 Habit narrowly pyramidal. 
D. Leaves bluish-white; a staminate clone var. Burkii Hort. 
DD. Leaves grayish-white; a pistillate 
clone Val. vel/usIa (Ellw. & Barry) Rehd. 
Ce.	 Habit broader, open; leaves bluish-white, often fruiting 
profusely var. gJauca Carr. 
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ERRATA 
1 - top of page 40. 
2 - below Figure 1 page 40. 
3 - page 45. ~-
1 - page 66. 
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3 - page 70. 
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